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 AAIB Bulletin: 9/2023 G-BZEJ AAIB-29198

Accident

Aircraft Type and Registration: X’Air 582(7), G-BZEJ 

No & Type of Engines: 1 Rotax 582/48-2V piston engine

Year of Manufacture: 2002 (Serial no: BMAA/HB/134)

Date & Time (UTC): 29 May 2023 at 1440 hrs

Location: On approach to Wolverhampton Halfpenny 
Green Airport, South Staffordshire

Type of Flight: Private 

Persons on Board: Crew - 1  Passengers - None

Injuries: Crew -  None Passengers - N/A 

Nature of Damage: Nose gear bent and glass fibre nose crushed 

Commander’s Licence: National Private Pilot’s Licence 

Commander’s Age: 71 years

Commander’s Flying Experience: 164 hours (of which 85 were on type)
Last 90 days - 12 hours
Last 28 days -   9 hours

Information Source: Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the 
pilot

Synopsis

The aircraft ran out of fuel whilst approaching to land at Wolverhampton Halfpenny Green 
Airport and the aircraft was damaged during the subsequent forced landing in a field.  
Although the pilot was using a navigation application that was capable of calculating the 
fuel required for the flight, this was not used, and no pre-flight calculation was performed.

History of the flight

The pilot had planned to fly from Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight, to Otherton Airfield, 
Staffordshire, as part of a group of other aircraft.  The aircraft was fully fuelled to 50 
litres (13.2 US gallons) and a container with 20 litres (5.3 US gallons) was carried on the 
passenger seat next to the pilot.  The pilot was using a software navigation application1 on 
a portable electronic device and had entered a route from Sandown passing to the east of 
Southampton, overhead Brize Norton towards Wolverhampton and then to Otherton.  The 
flight was to be flown at an airspeed of 50 mph.  The pilot advised that he was aware that he 
would need to land en route to refuel but had not planned where that would take place nor 
reviewed the calculated fuel required.  However, this information would have been available 
to him using the navigation application.
Footnote
1 https://www.skydemon.aero/ [accessed 20 June 2023].

https://www.skydemon.aero/
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After taking off from Sandown, the pilot initially remained flying in the local area before 
30 minutes later heading towards the first turning point east of Southampton.  The pilot 
advised that there was a headwind and also some turbulence.  As the aircraft approached 
Brize Norton control zone, which the pilot intended to overfly, he could see a layer of cloud 
ahead.  Unsure that he could remain in VMC, the pilot altered course to the west, towards 
Cotswold Airport.  The pilot advised that the turbulence made it difficult to read the fuel 
quantity that was marked on the tanks behind him and so decided to land as soon as 
possible to refuel.  The pilot subsequently landed at Blakehill Farm nature reserve, which is 
a disused airfield about 7 nm south-east of Cotswold Airport.  The flight time from Sandown 
had been 2 hours 16 minutes.

The pilot stated that he then uplifted the 20 litres of fuel, which provided about 30 litres of 
fuel in the tanks.  This he estimated was sufficient to fly to Wolverhampton Halfpenny Green 
Airport, where he intended to refuel again before flying on to Otherton.  The pilot stated that 
he did not perform a fuel calculation prior to takeoff.

After takeoff the pilot initially flew west to route around Cotswold Airport before heading north, 
flying over Gloucester Airport after 33 minutes into the flight.  As the aircraft approached 
Wolverhampton, 55 minutes after having overflown Gloucester, the pilot was aware that the 
aircraft was now low on fuel and requested an immediate approach to land on Runway 34.  
However, shortly afterwards the engine stopped due to fuel starvation and the pilot carried 
out a forced landing in a field, 700 m short of the runway threshold.  The field was furrowed, 
and the nosewheel dug into soft soil causing the aircraft to tip forward and it came to rest 
inverted.  The pilot was uninjured and vacated the aircraft unassisted.  The aircraft’s nose 
structure and nose gear were damaged.  The time from departing Blakehill Farm to landing 
in the field was 1 hour 29 minutes.

Conclusion

The pilot did not calculate the required fuel for the flight from Sandown to Otherton or utilise 
the navigation application function that provided this information.  Accordingly, a clear plan 
of where the aircraft would be landed en route to refuel and allowance for reserve fuel was 
not established.  This led to the pilot initially landing at a disused airfield to refuel from a 
container that he was carrying and then subsequently making a forced landing having run 
out of fuel.

This accident highlights the importance of pre-flight planning.  CAA Safety Sense Leaflet 01, 
Good Airmanship Guide2, includes a section on fuel planning.

Footnote
2 https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/20130121SSL01.pdf [accessed 20 June 2023].
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